Learn from what Student Learn

Getting a good job and earning a good wage are most of people think today. In general way finishing college education can offer a chance to improve people's life. However, some people hold their view of what college today should teach work-related skills and technology while other people say that college should help student to grow personally and intellectually. I personally support the second idea because learning in college is not to learn skills and technology only. There are much more things other than that should be built at college years.

College is a wonderland to enchant a person from both inside and outside. Four outside part, student learn skills such as making financial statement in their accounting class. This is a job related skills that help students to able to do accounting job when they graduate. As students take more classes like this, student will build up their skills and be professional in their area. For inside part, which is more important that the outside skills. is a personality. Students should learn things rather than knowledge from books at school. Students should have an ability to say right from wrong, and college should offer this chance. That is what college should be.

Today, more and more company transfer to stakeholder and becoming larger. That means there are many workmates around people. To finish a job need a group to do it rather than single person. To achieve a goal in a company need a skill of coorapration. Colleges out to give some chance to students to work with classmates in order to achieve their outcomes. CSULA is doing well. Some classes I am taking require students to group up together so that they can finish a presentation. This is a good way for college students grow personally and intellectually. When graduated students step into society, things will not be so simple as they see in class. They have to ask friends and boss for a suggestion. This require a communication skills like the differences between how they talk to their friends and boss. To let students learn these personality is also the purpose of college.

College is a combination of wonderland and training place. Student can make friends in class. At the mean time, college should teach them how to act with others. College is a collection of knowledge. But college should not only bring its outcome of a student with tons of theory but also lead a student to be successful in his or her life. College is a collection of trainers. With these perfect professors. students should not fail in jobs. The purpose of college should offer job-related skills class to students, at the mean time, construct a framework of a good. perfect citizen to their students. Students are future of a country. College is playing an important role in education. the purpose of college is guide students to have an ability to manage their time personal issues and work problems. With these outcomes. college is successful.